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Introduction 
The Routes 414 and 318 Commercial Corridor 

Master Plan (“the Plan”) will serve as a guide 

for the responsible growth and development of 

key commercial parcels adjacent to New York 

State Routes 414 and 318 in the Town of Tyre 

(Figure 1 – Study Area Map). Specifically, the 

Plan describes development scenarios for the 

future buildout of the Town of Tyre Route 414 

and 318 commercial corridor area. Key design 

considerations for the Plan are rooted in Smart 

Growth principles and are organized in the Plan 

by site and architectural design elements.  

These design elements are intended to preserve 

and enhance the function, safety and aesthetic 

of both roadways. Development scenarios and 

streetscape concepts provided also illustrate an 

acceptable standard of design for site plan 

approval by the Town’s Planning Board. 

Working in coordination with the Town’s 

Zoning Advisory Committee, a Concept Plan 

(Figure 6 – Concept Plan) for the study area 

was prepared to highlight the parcels which 

are considered to be likely targets for 

commercial development in proximity to the 

del Lago Resort and Casino and along the 

major transportation corridors of NYS Routes 

318 and 414. The Plan also shows a hierarchy 

of proposed primary roadway types and 

strategic locations for entrance driveways to 

access the development sites. Existing 

setbacks, suggested open space areas, and 

critical connectivity infrastructure for 

pedestrians and bicyclists are schematically 

shown on the Concept Plan as well.  

The Plan’s development scenarios and 

streetscape concepts will support the Town’s 

efforts to update its zoning code and Land Use 

Management Plan (Figure 2 – Land Use 

Management Plan 2016) by incorporating 

important design considerations into the 

Town’s commercial zoning district regulations. 

The development scenarios and site and 

architectural design components presented in 

the Plan demonstrate a preferred design intent 

for the Town’s commercial corridor area.  

The Plan and the guidelines contained therein 

should be used as a site planning tool by future 

development applicants and the Town Planning 

Board to guide discussions on highway access 

controls, building layout, site features, 

circulation and parking systems, stormwater 

management, and architectural design.  

Image 1: Future commercial development area in proximity to the 
NYS Thruway and Lago Resort & Casino 
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Plan Purpose and Intent 
The purpose of the Plan is to address potential 

impacts of commercial development in the 

study area within the context of local highways, 

infrastructure, agriculture, and community 

character.  This approach ensures that 

commercial development enriches local quality 

of life for future generations and concentrates 

commercial development in this commercial 

corridor, thus ensuring the northern majority of 

the town remains rural.     

The Plan identifies opportunities for 

cooperative discussions between the town and 

developers regarding future commercial 

development patterns along State Routes 414 

and 318.  Use of the Plan by the Town and 

developers will lead to an orderly and strategic 

planning and design process.   

Home to a few local family businesses, service 

stations that support the patrons utilizing the 

New York State Thruway, and a few single 

family residences, the 414 and 318 corridors 

have served to distribute NYS Thruway traffic to 

locales of significant development east, south 

and west of the Town of Tyre. Without a 

traditional central business district in the Town, 

people must travel to nearby commercial areas 

in the Village of Waterloo, Town of Seneca Falls, 

or the Outlet Mall in Waterloo.  

The development of the del Lago Resort and 

Casino on Route 414 just north of I-90 at Exit 41 

provides excellent opportunities for well-

planned improvements to the Town’s 

commercial tax base. Through an exhaustive 

and ongoing planning effort, with a focus on 

good community design, the Town is favorably 

positioned to reduce adverse impacts related to 

the safety, functionality and efficiency of local 

infrastructure. In response to the growing 

number of site plan applications for vacant 

agricultural lands that front the Route 414 and 

318 corridors, the Town and its Zoning Advisory 

Committee have recognized the need for a 

Master Plan to address local concerns about the 

impact that unplanned growth may have on 

local quality of life.  

The intent of the Plan is to identify priority 

design and transportation infrastructure 

considerations that will assist the Town Board 

and Planning Board to effectively manage the 

impacts of rapid commercial growth in 

proximity to the new casino. Establishing an 

expanded, but concentrated, commercial 

corridor could promote non-agricultural land 

use development and an increase in real 

property tax base. 

Not only does the Plan provide a tool for the 

Town to refer to when reviewing future 

development applications, but it offers a 

framework to stimulate dialogue with 

applicants early in the planning process. This 

will create transparency with respect to the site 

and architectural design expectations, reducing 

the potential for miscommunication and 

confusion during the site plan approval process. 

The Commercial Corridor Master Plan will 

inform future updates to both the Town’s 

zoning ordinance and its Comprehensive Plan. It 

should also be referenced when coordinating 

site plan applications with New York State 

Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) and 

when considering potential future 

improvements to the 414 and 318 corridors.   
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Image 2: Photo rendering illustrating potential impacts to existing 
rural highways based on traditional zoning compared to zoning 

with special design guidelines 

Photo Simulation - Based on New Guidelines and New Zoning 

Photo Simulation - Based on Existing Zoning 

Existing Conditions State of the Corridors 
Within the study area, State Routes 318 and 

414 together account for approximately 2.8 

miles of State-owned and operated roadway 

through southwestern Tyre. Directly 

adjacent to I-90, they serve as primary 

connectivity links in the local and regional 

transportation system. An understanding of 

the context of existing design and character 

elements is essential when evaluating how 

changes in adjacent land use will impact 

future highway capacity and functionality.  

Outlined below is a brief overview of existing 

corridor design and character elements.    

Land Use & Zoning 

Land Use in the study area is predominately 

open space/undeveloped agricultural. Other 

uses include several single family residential, 

small retail businesses, service stations that 

support the Thruway travelers (Petro Stop, 

Byrne Dairy, Nice & Easy) and the del Lago 

Resort and Casino (Figure 3 – Existing Land Use 

Context Map). The entire area is part of a 

Seneca County Agricultural District, which 

legally protects certain aspects of agricultural 

operations, if proposed by private land owners. 

As discussed in the Town’s current 

Comprehensive Plan, a citizen survey carried 

out in 2008 confirmed a strong desire by 

residents to maintain the Town’s rural character 

by limiting large scale residential and 

commercial development. The recent opening 

of the casino has catalyzed commercial and 

retail growth in the study area. New 

development primarily provides services 

necessary to support patrons of the casino.  
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Every zoning district included the town’s code 

can be found within the study area. The del 

Lago Resort and Casino is located within the 

Planned Unit Development district. The area 

between Thruway Exit 41 and the 414/318 

Magee Corners intersection is largely zoned 

commercial. The majority of the land between 

Magee Corners and the Seneca Falls town line is 

zoned agricultural with the balance of the study 

area comprised of a few small industrial and 

residential zoned parcels (Figure 4 – Existing 

Zoning Map).  

  

Image 3: Looking south along Route 414 at Magee Corners. Existing service station and new service station are current land uses south of the 
Route 318 corridor 
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Identity & Character  

Routes 414 and 318 in the study area exhibit a 

predominately rural landscape identity. With 

gently rolling topography and plenty of open 

space, residents enjoy expansive view corridors 

into wooded areas and undeveloped fields. 

However, as motorists travel local roadways to 

Thruway Exit 41, a sharp visual contrast has 

formed between the open space areas and the 

rapidly developing commercial landscape 

between Magee Corners and the Thruway. 

Existing Transportation & Circulation 

State Routes 414 and 318 in the study area are 

two key transportation corridors serving the 

Town of Tyre, and the Finger Lakes Region. 

Route 414 is a critical north-south vehicular link 

while Route 318 is its east-west counterpart. 

These are in addition to I-90, which links the 

Town of Tyre to the major metropolitan areas 

of New York State and beyond (Figure 5 – Town 

Transportation Map).  

Setbacks 

A critical component of any commercial area is 

the establishment of uniform setbacks which 

consider the various needs, safety and function 

of the adjacent roadways they front.  Most 

commercial development occurs on flat land 

with low building profiles. Parking areas and 

internal roadways/driveways typically will 

dominate the site with few natural features to 

be found. Well defined roadway setbacks to 

accommodate critical site amenities such as 

landscaping, screening, lighting, signage and 

other architectural treatments are essential 

components of aesthetically pleasing 

commercial developments.  

Future roadway expansion projects should be 

considered when defining setbacks.  The need 

for more travel lanes to accommodate 

increased traffic volumes may arise as 

commercial development continues. If setbacks 

do not give advance consideration to this 

possibility, and if/when Route 414 or 318 are 

ever widened, aesthetic road frontage 

amenities would typically be the first elements 

sacrificed. The elimination of landscape buffers, 

street trees and signage would result in a 

commercial area devoid of open space and the 

amenities necessary for the establishment of 

safe pedestrian and bicycle access along the 

primary road frontage. The result would be an 

auto-centric commercial corridor largely 

dominated by parking lots, roadway signs, and 

other utilities. 

Image 4: Variations in setbacks along the east side of Route 414. 
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Front yard setbacks for the Town’s commercial 

zoning district are currently 75 feet from the 

public right-of-way. The Town should consider a 

greater setback to accommodate future 

roadway widening and to allow ample space for 

amenities to support not only the NYS Route 

414 and 318 corridors but also development on 

adjacent property.  

Signage 

Existing signage along the Route 414 and 318 

corridors is typical for rural roadways. Road 

frontage signs are comprised of standard 

highway route postings or small business signs. 

With the addition of Byrne Dairy across from 

the existing Nice & Easy at the southwestern 

quadrant of the 414 and 318 intersection, taller 

vertical commercial signage begins to take 

form, establishing a new identity for the 

corridor.  

As applications for development are submitted 

to the Town, well designed and appropriately 

scaled signage will contribute to a unified and 

comfortable experience for visitors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pedestrian & Bicycle Mobility 

Currently the study area lacks designated 

facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists. Typically, 

multi-modal provisions are built into town 

codes to facilitate the safe connection between 

activity centers – linking places where people 

shop or work to where they live. For Tyre, as 

development applications are submitted to the 

Town, provisions for pedestrians and bicyclists 

should be a critical design element built into the 

site plan application review process. The goal 

will be to link future residential areas with 

commercial centers as well as the del Lago 

Resort and Casino.  
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Implications of Commercial 

Development on Land Use 

and Transportation 
As commercial development pressure increases 

as a result of the del Lago Resort and Casino, 

the  design  of  transportation  facilities such  as  

roads,  driveway  access  points, sidewalks, and 

bike routes  will have a major impact  on  Tyre’s 

community character.  In reality, these facilities 

are the result of land use decisions.    To ensure 

sound planning and design of the Town’s 

commercial areas, it is important to link land 

use decisions with transportation facilities 

planning and development.  

Land Use – Transportation Cycle 

The Town’s Land Use Management Plan (i.e., 

for agriculture, residential, commercial, PUD 

development) will impact  transportation  

facilities,  modes  of  travel  (i.e.,  cars,  buses, 

bicycles  or  walking), services and vice versa.  

The land use-transportation cycle is a planning 

principle commonly referred to when a road is 

built or improved. Land along the road becomes 

more accessible. This increases the value of the 

land, making it more attractive to developers.  

In Tyre’s case, as land along Routes 414 and 318 

is developed, traffic volumes and the number of 

driveways increase.    This typically results in 

more congestion and a deterioration of the 

road’s capacity to efficiently move people and 

goods.    This “land use – transportation cycle” 

provides for improved integration of key land 

use and transportation decisions to ensure 

smart and orderly commercial development in 

the study area.  

 

 

 

Linking land use and transportation planning 

together can reduce the need for future costly 

highway improvements and will better maintain 

the quality and integrity of the town’s 

commercial areas. Because both State Routes 

318 and 414 are the jurisdiction of the NYSDOT, 

the success of future land use and 

transportation planning decisions that may 

involve commercial driveway permits must 

include coordination and dialogue with DOT.   

By engaging NYSDOT early and often in the site 

plan review process, the Town will be better 

prepared to work with applicants and residents 

to achieve the core design principles identified 

in this Master Plan.  

  

Image 5: Land Use – Transportation Cycle 
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Routes 414 and 318 

Commercial Corridor Master 

Plan 
This section summarizes Master Plan 

development scenarios for the future buildout 

of the Town of Tyre Route 414 and 318 

commercial corridor area. Key design 

considerations for the Master Plan are rooted in 

Smart Growth principles and are organized in 

the Plan by site and architectural design 

elements.  These design elements are intended 

to preserve and enhance the function, safety 

and aesthetic of both roadways. Development 

scenarios and streetscape concepts illustrate an 

acceptable standard of design for site plan 

approval by the Town’s Planning Board. 

Working in coordination with the Town’s Zoning 

Advisory Committee, a Concept Plan (Figure 6 – 

Concept Plan) for the study area was prepared 

to highlight the parcels which are considered to 

be likely targets for commercial development in 

proximity to the del Lago Resort and Casino. 

The Concept Plan also shows a hierarchy of 

proposed primary roadway types and strategic 

locations for entrance driveways to access the 

development sites. Existing setbacks, suggested 

open space areas, and critical connectivity 

infrastructure for pedestrians and bicyclists are 

schematically shown on the Concept Plan as 

well.  

Development scenarios shown on the Master 

Plan (Figure 7 – Master Plan) delineates those 

sites along Routes 414 and 318 that have 

significant commercial development potential. 

These locations can be considered “opportunity 

sites” based on their vacant status; quantity of 

buildable acreage along road frontage; key 

corner locations; and/ or the potential for 

consolidation with other parcels to create larger 

development sites.  

Site designs in the Master Plan indicate 

conceptual development densities, site plans, 

and parking layouts. Actual building locations, 

heights, and densities and parking layouts will 

vary as property owners, businesses, and 

developers generate more specific site plans in 

accordance with the Town’s updated zoning 

ordinance. The designs here are merely 

intended to illustrate a sustainable, responsible 

approach to site development in order to 

preserve highway function and the rural quality 

of life residents in Tyre currently enjoy.  

Design components of the Master Plan outlined 

in this section identify and draw attention to 

how important site and architectural design 

features can be incorporated into individual site 

plans for large development lots to holistically 

and comprehensively create a well-planned 

commercial area in proximity to the del Lago 

Resort and Casino.  

To fully understand the core tenets of the 

Master Plan, it is important to first understand 

the role of different roadway types proposed to 

facilitate the safe and orderly movement of 

vehicles and people within the commercial 

area’s public right-of-way.  
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Highway function refers to the role of a 

particular road within the context of the overall 

highway network.  For planning purposes, 

function is tied to existing adjacent land use and 

future land use potential.  Assuming each road 

type presented in the Master Plan will be 

dedicated to the Town, and therefore are public 

roads, they have three major functions as 

follows: 

» To distribute traffic in a safe and 

efficient manner to the local and/or 

regional level highway network; 

» To provide vehicular access to adjacent 

development sites; 

» To provide an area for public 

infrastructure and utilities, including 

provisions for pedestrians and bicyclists 

In the case of Tyre’s commercial development 

study area, the highway functional hierarchy 

can be broken down into the following: 

» Freeway (i.e. I-90);   

» Arterial (i.e. Routes 414 and 318,  

Figure 8 - Proposed Road Type A); 

» Collector or local road (i.e. primary 

access driveways and internal roadway 

network,  Figure 9 – Proposed Road 

Type B, Figure 10 – Proposed Road 

Type C) 

While the road types summarized above are 

intended to illustrate key design components 

related to the public right-of-way, the Master 

Plan also illustrates core site and architectural 

design components that should be considered 

during the site plan review process.  
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Applicability of Design Components 

This document summarizes important design 

components that should be referenced by both 

the Town of Tyre and applicants to the Planning 

Board when evaluating proposals for site and 

architectural design of new commercial 

development. As future applications are 

submitted to the Planning Board for review and 

approval, each will be examined to determine 

suitability based upon the provisions of the 

commercial zoning district regulations in 

conjunction with this document. This approach 

to future development will ensure continuity 

and quality, and strengthen the functional and 

aesthetic character of the Town’s core 

commercial area in proximity to the del Lago 

Resort and Casino. 

Critical design components are presented in 

three (3) broad categories that address specific 

site plan elements. They are: 

» Architectural Design (Figure 11); 

» Site Design (Figure 12); and, 

» Streetscape Design (Figure 13). 
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FIGURE

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN EXAMPLES

11. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN EXAMPLES
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PLANTING AND STORMWATER SITE DESIGN EXAMPLES

SIGNAGE EXAMPLES

12. SITE DESIGN EXAMPLES
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13. STREETSCAPE CHARACTER
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Architectural Design 

Create commercial developments with a 

recognizable image as a distinct place; vary 

massing to provide visual interest; as applicable, 

ensure compatibility with surrounding 

developments; and use building height and 

massing to emphasize important corners, 

designate points of entry, and create a visible 

skyline to differentiate Tyre’s new commercial 

areas from adjacent sites. 

Building Massing and Façade Treatment 

All new commercial development within the 

study area shall comply with the following 

guidelines: 

a. Variation In Massing 

» A single large dominant building mass 

should be avoided 

b. Building Façade Treatment  

» All building walls shall have an 

architectural interest and variety to 

avoid the effect of a single, long or 

massive wall with no relation to human 

scale. 

Building walls facing public areas 

a. Building walls that face public streets, 

connecting walkways, or adjacent 

development shall meet the following 

standards: 

» Facades shall be subdivided and 

proportioned using features such as 

windows, entrances, arcades, arbors, 

awnings, trellises with vines, or 

alternate architectural detail that 

defines human scale, along no less than 

sixty percent (60%) of the façade. 

Awnings 

a. Awnings shall be no longer than a single 

storefront 

b. Fabric awnings are encouraged; canvas 

awnings with a matte finish are 

preferred. Awnings with high gloss 

finish are discouraged. Illuminated, 

plastic awnings are prohibited 

c. Awning colors shall be compatible with 

the overall color scheme of the façade 

from which it projects. Solid colors or 

subtle striped patterns are preferred. 

  

Image 7: No wall that faces a street or connecting pedestrian 

walkway shall have a blank, uninterrupted length exceeding 30 feet 

without including architectural features such as columns, pilasters, 

piers, changes in plane, texture or masonry pattern, or an equivalent 

element that subdivides the wall into human scale proportions. 

Image 6: Facades shall be subdivided and proportioned using features 
such as windows, entrances, arcades, arbors, awnings, trellises with 

vines, or alternate architectural detail that defines human scale, along 
no less than sixty percent (60%) of the 
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Image 8: All primary buildings should be constructed with materials that 
are durable, economically maintained, and of a quality that will retain 

their appearance over time. 

Multi-Story Buildings 

The following guidelines should be considered 

for all commercial buildings, including hotels 

and offices, with more than two stories within 

the study area: 

a. The composition of the building shall 

present a clearly recognizable base, 

middle, and top, or a clearly-defined 

alternative building composition. 

Building Materials/Colors 

All commercial development should comply 

with the following design guidelines: 

a. Achieve unity of design through 

compatible materials and colors 

throughout commercial developments; 

select building materials that are 

durable, attractive, and have low 

maintenance requirements; and utilize 

colors that reflect natural tones found 

in the environment of Tyre. 

 

b. All primary buildings should be 

constructed or clad with materials that 

are durable, economically-maintained, 

and of a quality that will retain their 

appearance over time, including, but 

not limited to, natural or synthetic 

stone; brick; stucco; integrally-colored, 

textured, or glazed concrete masonry 

units; high-quality pre-stressed 

concrete systems; or glass. 

c. In the cases of smaller local retail 

operations, wood materials are 

acceptable based on sample reviews of 

wood type, color, and treatment.  

d. In selecting exterior building materials, 

consideration should be given to the 

appropriateness of the materials to the 

scale of building proposed as well as 

community character and context. 

Building Color 

a. Color schemes shall tie building 

elements together, relate separate 

(freestanding) buildings within the 

same development to each other, and 

shall be used to enhance the 

architectural form of a building. 

b. Color schemes should utilize earth and 

other natural tones as found in the soil 

types and/or plant material found in 

Tyre and, more specifically, that area 

immediately adjacent to the 

development site. 
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c. Intense, bright, black, or fluorescent 

colors shall be used sparingly and only 

as accents; such colors shall not be used 

as the predominant color on any wall or 

roof of any building. Permitted sign 

areas shall be excluded from this 

guideline. 

Customer Entrances 

a. Each primary building on a site, 

regardless of size, shall have clearly-

defined, highly-visible customer 

entrances featuring no less than three 

(3) of the following: 

» Canopies or porticos 

»  Overhangs; 

» Recesses/projections; 

» Arcades; 

» Raised corniced parapets over the door; 

» Peaked roof forms; 

» Arches; 

» Outdoor patios; 

» Display windows; 

» Architectural detail such as tile work 

and    moldings integrated into the 

building structure and design, and 

» Integral planters or wing walls that 

incorporate landscaped areas and/or 

places for sitting. 

 

Image 9: Each primary building on a site, regardless of size, shall 
have clearly-defined, highly visible entrances 

Multiple Buildings in Commercial Area 

All large and small commercial sites, including 

pad sites, shall comply with the following design 

guidelines: 

a. Use of similar building materials in a 

commercial center 

» In order to achieve unity between all 

buildings in a commercial center, all 

buildings in the center, including pad 

site buildings, should be constructed of 

building materials from the color and 

materials palette approved for the 

center. 
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b. Use of similar architectural styles or 

theme in a commercial center 

» A consistent architectural style or 

theme should be used throughout a 

commercial center, and in particular to 

tie outlying pad site buildings to the 

primary buildings. 

» Building entrances are appropriate 

locations to express individual building 

character or identity. 

 

 

 

 

Site Design  

Generally, proposed site plans for new 

commercial development in the study area 

should include the full development of the site, 

even where final development will be phased. 

The preliminary plat or site plan shall show all 

contiguous land under the applicant’s control, 

including land that is zoned for uses other than 

commercial. 

General Guidelines for Integration 

New commercial development should integrate 

existing natural features, required open space, 

and existing historic structures or cultural 

resources located on-site into the overall design 

and layout of the development. Existing natural 

features, as well as any common open space, 

should be used to create site amenities and 

provide physical separators and buffers from 

adjacent development, where needed. 

Protection of Stream Corridors and 

Wetlands 

a. Perennial streams, wetlands, and their 

riparian corridors shall be incorporated 

into site plans and site designs as major 

amenities, with trails, seating, and 

appropriate supplemental vegetation. 

Buildings, parking areas, and other 

structures should be set back from such 

features a sufficient distance to ensure 

their continued quality and natural 

functions. 

  

Image 10: A consistent architectural style or theme should be used 
throughout a commercial center and, in particular, to tie outlying 

out-parcel buildings to the primary buildings 
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b. As part of the application requirements 

for commercial development subject to 

the Town’s site plan review procedures, 

applicants shall show evidence of 

compliance with all applicable federal, 

state, and Town laws and regulations 

related to preservation and protection 

of stream corridors and wetlands. 

Preservation of Existing Trees and 

Vegetation/Mitigation for Removal 

a. Existing trees and vegetation should be 

preserved whenever possible to act as 

buffers between adjoining 

developments and as site amenities 

within the commercial development. 

Site Layout and Development Patterns 

Site layout and building orientation often define 

the focus of activity that occurs on site. These 

guidelines are intended to use site planning and 

building orientation in order to: 

 

» Create a sense of place for users and 

passers-by that is reflective of the 

culture, history, and values of the Tyre 

community; 

» Ensure that buildings relate 

appropriately to surrounding 

developments and circulation networks 

and create a cohesive visual identity 

and attractive streetscape; 

» Ensure that site circulation promotes 

contiguous pedestrian and vehicle 

circulation patterns; 

» Ensure that parking areas provide safe 

and efficient access to buildings, and 

» Create a unique and identifiable image 

for development in Tyre. 

Multiple-Building Developments 

a. When there is more than one (1) 

building in a commercial development, 

all primary and pad site buildings shall 

be arranged and grouped so that their 

primary orientation compliments 

adjacent existing development and 

either: 

» Frames the corner of an adjacent street 

intersection; 

» Frames and encloses a “main street” 

pedestrian and/or vehicle access 

corridor (Proposed road types A or B as 

shown on Figures 8 and 9) within the 

development site; 

» Frames and encloses on at least three 

sides of parking areas, public spaces, or 

other site amenities. 

  

Image 11: Existing trees and vegetation should be preserved 
whenever possible to act as buffers between adjoining 

development and as site amenities within the commercial 
development 
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» Alternative: an applicant may submit an 

alternative development pattern, 

provide such pattern achieves the 

intent of the above standards and this 

section. Strictly linear or strip 

development patterns are not 

encouraged and should be avoided. 

Single-Building Developments 

Unless part of a larger planned development or 

commercial center, when there is only one 

building in a proposed commercial 

development that will be occupied by a single 

tenant, such building shall be oriented toward 

the primary abutting street and shall otherwise 

comply with the Location and Parking standards 

in this document.  

Also, deep setbacks behind large expansive 

parking lots along the Routes 414 and 318 

corridors shall be avoided.  

Out-Parcels 

The siting and design of smaller retail stores, or 

"pads," can create a more inviting appearance 

in a larger development by visibly reducing the 

project's scale and by expanding the range of 

activities and businesses found within a single 

development. The location, orientation of the 

entry, and architecture of pad site buildings also 

provide opportunities to frame entries into 

larger developments and contribute to the 

development's visual interest by placing 

storefront spaces closer to the street and 

creating a street scene. Accordingly, pad site 

structures shall be compatible with the main 

buildings on a commercial site. The layout of 

pad site buildings shall relate coherently to the 

public street and surroundings (outward) as 

well as to the main center (inward), and specific 

siting decisions shall further the general intent 

of creating a “sense of place,” focal points, site 

amenities, and arrival into the commercial 

center. 

 

Clustering of Pad Sites 

To the maximum extent practicable, pad sites 

shall be clustered together to define road edges 

and entry points or to enclose and create 

interesting places between buildings. Even 

dispersal of pad sites in a widely-spaced pattern 

within the development, even if along the 

street edge, is discouraged.  

Image 12: Out-parcels should be clustered together to define 
street edges and entry points, or to enclose and create 

interesting places between buildings 
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Image 13: A wide dispersal of out-parcels and separation by 
parking lots is not encouraged 

Spaces between Adjacent Pads 

Wherever practicable, spaces between adjacent 

pad site buildings should be improved to 

provide small pockets (preferably heavily-

landscaped) of customer parking, pedestrian 

connections, small-scale project amenities, or 

focal points. Examples include: 

a. A landscaped pedestrian walkway 

linking customer entrances between 

two or more pad site buildings; 

b. A public seating or outdoor eating area; 

c. An area landscaped with a variety of 

living materials emphasizing four-

season colors, textures, and varieties; 

or, 

d. Sculptures or fountains 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Out-parcel Building Design 

a. Pad site buildings shall incorporate the 

same materials and colors as those on 

the primary commercial building(s) in 

the development or center. 

b. Site entrances are appropriate locations 

to express individual building character 

or identity. Customer entrances shall be 

emphasized through incorporation of a 

building recess, projection, canopy, or 

similar design element. 

Site Amenities 

Site amenities and pedestrian-scale features 

(e.g., outdoor plazas, street furniture, statuary, 

sidewalk cafes) in commercial developments 

offer attractive spaces for customer and visitor 

interaction and create an inviting image for 

both customers and employees. The use of site 

amenities can also provide pedestrian spaces at 

the entry to buildings, can break up expanses of 

parking, enhance the overall development 

quality, and contribute to the character of the 

Town.  

a. All site amenities within a commercial 

development shall be an integral part of 

the overall design and within easy 

walking distance of major buildings, 

major tenants, and any transit stops.  

b. Any such amenity/area shall have direct 

access to the public sidewalk circulation 

network within the commercial area. 

c. The amenity/area shall be constructed 

of materials that are similar in quality to 

the principle materials of the primary 

buildings and landscape.  
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Examples of site amenities for applicants to 

consider could include: 

» Patio or plaza with seating area; 

» Mini parks, squares, or greens; 

» Bus stops in coordination with Regional 

Transit Service Seneca (RTS); 

» Customer walkways or pass-throughs 

containing window displays; 

» Water features; 

» Clock towers, and/or 

» Public art; 

» Any other similar, deliberately shaped 

area and/or focal feature that, in the 

Town’s judgment, adequately enhances 

such development and serves as a 

gathering place. 

Vehicle Access and Circulation 

It is the intent to provide safe, efficient, and 

convenient vehicular and pedestrian access and 

circulation patterns within and between 

developments. By creating a safe, continuous 

network of pedestrian walkways within and 

between developments, pedestrians will feel 

more inclined to safely walk (rather than drive) 

between stores. A pedestrian network that 

offers clear circulation paths from the parking 

areas to building entries creates a friendlier, 

more inviting image. 

a. Primary Vehicle Access – Large 

Commercial Centers 

» Primary access to large commercial 

centers shall be from the highway 

street system. In order to maximize the 

efficiency of the Tyre’s street network, 

major traffic generators, or anchors, 

should be located so that their primary 

access is from Route 414 or 318 or 

commercial access road, i.e. proposed 

Road Type B. 

» Traffic Impact Studies shall be required 

for all commercial development in the 

study area to ensure that the highway 

network can accommodate the 

anticipated traffic demands and to 

define required road improvements. 

» Coordination with NYSDOT is required 

for all Traffic Impact Studies. 

 

  

Image 14: Provide safe, efficient, and convenient vehicular and 
pedestrian access and circulation pattern within and between 

developments 
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Primary Vehicle Entrances 

The number and location of vehicle entrances 

to a commercial development shall be 

consistent with the existing or anticipated 

design of adjacent streets. The specific locations 

of primary vehicle entrances are subject to the 

approval of the NYSDOT and will be largely 

dependent on the following factors: 

» The location of existing or planned 

median breaks; 

» Separation requirements between the 

entrance and major intersection; 

» Separation requirements between 

adjacent entrances; 

» The need to provide shared access to 

adjacent parcels of land; 

» The need to align with previously-

approved or constructed access points 

on the opposite side of the street. 

» The minimum number of entrances 

needed to move traffic onto and off the 

site safely and efficiently.  

Entry Driveway Configuration 

The specific design or geometry of commercial 

development entry driveways (proposed Road 

Type B) shall comply with the intent of these 

design guidelines and shall conform to the 

standards of the NYSDOT for commercial 

driveways. 

a. Commercial driveway configuration and 

design shall be appropriate given the 

size of the development and the 

capacity of the road. 

 

b. Driveway geometrics shall be 

dependent on a variety of factors, 

including traffic volume, speed, and 

distribution. The following design issues 

should be addressed in each case and 

the resulting driveway design should 

provide an efficient ingress and egress 

to the development without causing 

undue congestion or accidents on the 

public roadway system: 

» The number of in-bound and out-bound 

lanes; 

» Lane width 

» Throat length (i.e., the distance 

between the street and the first point 

at which cross traffic or left turns are 

permitted); 

» Curb radii; 

» The need or desirability of a raised 

median; 

» The need for a deceleration lane; and 

» Accommodations for pedestrian 

crossings 

Internal Vehicular Circulation 

a. Internal vehicle circulation patterns 

shall provide a clear and direct path to 

the principal customer entrance of the 

primary building, to outlying pad sites, 

and to each parking area. 

b. In large commercial developments, a 

clear system of main circulation drives 

(containing few or no parking spaces 

that directly access the main drives) 

shall be established to carry the highest 

volumes of traffic within the site. 
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c. In order to reduce pedestrian and 

vehicular conflicts, to the maximum 

extent feasible, those main circulation 

drives shall not be located along the 

façades of buildings that contain 

primary customer entrances without 

separation from the roadway system. In 

areas where the location of access 

points and the configuration of the 

main circulation drives indicate that 

traffic volumes will not be excessive, 

drives may contain directly-accessing 

parking spaces and may be located 

along façades containing primary 

customer entrances. 

d. In smaller developments where traffic 

volumes are lower and, consequently, 

pedestrian-vehicular and vehicular-

vehicular conflicts are less likely, more 

flexibility is available in the location and 

design of internal drives. 

» Because of the lower traffic volumes, 

entry drive throat lengths can be 

shorter. 

» Depending on the size of the 

shopping center and the number 

and location of access points, fewer 

restrictions may be placed on the 

extent to which traffic entering the 

site is directed to the drives along 

the building façades. 

e. Main drive aisles shall be continuous 

and connect to the main entrance to 

the development site. 

f. Internal intersections shall have 

adequate site lines, design 

geometry, and/or traffic controls to 

minimize accident potential. 

Pedestrian Access and Circulation 

Applicants should be required to submit a site 

plan duly showing pedestrian amenities and 

movements with all development applications 

that shows compliance with the following 

guidelines: 

a. An on-site system of pedestrian 

walkways shall be designed to provide 

direct access and connections to and 

between the following: 

» The primary entrance or entrances to 

each commercial building, including pad 

site buildings; 

» Any sidewalks or walkways on adjacent 

properties that extend to the 

boundaries shared with the commercial 

development; 

» Any public sidewalk system along the 

perimeter streets adjacent to the 

commercial development; 

  

Image 15: A clear, on-site system of pedestrian walkways shall be provided 
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» Where practicable and appropriate, 

adjacent land uses and developments, 

including but not limited to adjacent 

residential developments, retail 

shopping centers, office buildings, or 

restaurants. 

b. Pedestrian connections from buildings 

to parking areas, pad sites, and site 

amenities. 

» In addition to the connections required 

in the above section, on-site pedestrian 

walkways shall connect each primary 

entrance of a commercial building to a 

pedestrian network serving: 

o All parking areas or parking 

structures that serve such primary 

building; and 

o Site amenities or gathering spaces 

within the commercial 

development 

 

 

 

c. Pedestrian connections to perimeter 

public sidewalks 

» Connections between the on-site 

(internal) pedestrian walkway network 

and any public sidewalk system located 

along Routes 414 or 318 shall be 

provided at regular intervals along the 

perimeter road as appropriate to 

provide easy access from the public 

sidewalk to the interior walkway 

network. 

d. Walkways through Vehicle Areas 

» At each point that the on-site 

pedestrian walkway system crosses a 

parking lot or internal street or 

driveway, the walkway or crosswalk 

shall be clearly marked through the use 

of a change in paving materials 

distinguished by their color, texture, or 

height. 

Commercial Corridor Bike Share 

Consideration should be given to a bike share 

program, primarily between the Commercial 

Corridor, the del Lago Resort and Casino, and 

surrounding residential areas, to promote 

transportation by bicycle.  Bike sharing is an 

innovative transportation program, ideal for 

short distance point-to-point trips.  The 

program would provide community members 

and visitors the ability to pick up a bicycle at any 

self-serve bicycle station and return it to any 

other bike station located within the 

Commercial Corridor.  The bike share system 

could offer subscriptions that make the first 30-

60 minutes of use either free or very 

inexpensive, encouraging use as transportation 

while allowing each bike to serve several users 

Image 16: On-site pedestrian walkways shall connect each primary 
primary entrance of a commercial building to the adjacent parking 

blocks, structures, or site amenities 
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per day.  Technology, such as smartphone 

mapping apps, could be incorporated to show 

nearby stations with available bikes and open 

docks or parking areas. 

Parking  

While recognizing the universal role of cars in 

everyday life and the need to provide adequate 

and convenient space for them, these 

guidelines move away from the typical 

suburban pattern of predominant and highly-

visible parking areas within commercial 

developments. Placing large amounts of parking 

between the front door of buildings and the 

adjacent street contributes to a formless arrival 

experience for users, and creates a detached 

relationship between the primary building and 

the street. These guidelines are also intended to 

reduce the scale of parking areas, siting a 

portion of the parking lot out of view, providing 

clear pedestrian circulation paths and amenity 

areas with parking areas, and using increased 

landscaping within parking lots to screen spaces 

and reduce the overall visual impact of large 

parking areas. 

Parking Layout and Design 

Parking areas should be designed for a safe and 

orderly flow of traffic throughout the site. 

Major circulation patterns within parking areas 

should be well-defined with curbs and 

landscaped islands, and parking spaces along 

main circulation drives should be avoided. To 

the maximum extent practicable, dead-end 

parking lots shall be avoided. 

 

 

a. Parking Blocks Required 

» In order to reduce the scale of parking 

areas, the total amount of parking 

provided shall be broken up into 

parking blocks containing no more 

than 40 spaces. 

» Parking blocks shall be separated 

from each other by    landscaping, 

access drives or public streets, 

pedestrian walkways, or buildings. 

» Each parking block or pod shall have 

consistent design angles for all 

parking within the block. 

» Parking blocks should be oriented to 

buildings to allow pedestrian 

movement down and not across rows 

(typically with parking drive aisles 

perpendicular to customer 

entrances). 

Image 17: Parking blocks shall be separated from 
each other by landscaping, access drives or public 

streets, pedestrian walkways, or buildings 
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Landscaping and Screening 

Landscaping is a visible indicator of quality 

development and must be an integral part of 

every commercial project, and not merely 

located in leftover portions of the site. 

Landscaping is intended to visually tie the entire 

development together, define major entryways 

and circulation (both vehicular and pedestrian) 

and parking patterns, and, where appropriate, 

help buffer less intensive adjacent land uses. 

Plant Materials 

a. Each area required to be landscaped 

shall be covered in live material. Live 

material includes trees, shrubs, ground 

cover, and sod. Areas not covered in 

live material may be covered by woody 

mulch, other organic or inorganic 

mulch, rock mulch, or other natural 

materials other than exposed gravel 

and aggregate rock. 

 

 

 

Entryway Landscaping 

a. Development entryways shall be 

planted with ornamental plant material, 

such as ornamental trees, flowering 

shrubs and perennials, and ground 

covers. 

b. Planting shall be massed and scaled as 

appropriate for the entryway size and 

space. 

Parking Lot Landscaping 

a. Use parking lot landscaping to minimize 

the expansive appearance of parking 

lots, provide shaded parking areas, and 

mitigate any negative acoustic impacts 

of motor vehicles. The interior of all 

uncovered parking blocks containing 

ten (10) or more spaces shall be 

landscaped. 

 

Image 19: The perimeter of all parking areas shall be screened 
from adjacent streets, public sidewalks, and adjacent uses by 
a landscaped hedge, a decorative masonry wall, a landscaped 

berm, or a combination of these methods 
Image 18: Each parking block shall be separated from other 

parking blocks by plantings 
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b. The primary landscaping materials used 

in parking lots shall be trees, which 

provide shade or are capable of 

providing shade at maturity. Shrubbery, 

hedges and other planting materials 

may be used to complement the tree 

landscaping, but shall not be the sole 

means of landscaping. Effective use of 

earth berms and existing topography is 

also encouraged as a component of the 

landscaping plan. 

Perimeter Parking Area Landscaping 

The intent is to provide an attractive, shaded 

environment along street edges that gives 

visual relief from continuous hard street edges, 

provides a visual cohesion along streets, helps 

buffer automobile traffic, focuses views for 

both pedestrians and motorists, and increases 

the sense of neighborhood scale and character. 

a. Parking area edges shall be screened 

from public streets and sidewalks, 

public open space, and adjacent 

properties. Perimeter parking lot 

landscaping may be satisfied by 

required landscaped buffers where the 

locational requirements for the buffer 

overlap with these perimeter 

landscaping requirements. 

Service Area Screening 

Service areas create visual and noise impacts on 

surrounding uses and neighborhoods. These 

standards visually screen on-site service areas, 

including loading docks, trash collection areas, 

outdoor storage, and similar service uses, from 

public rights-of-way and adjacent uses. 

a. To the maximum extent feasible, areas 

for outdoor storage, truck parking, 

trash collection or compaction, loading, 

or other such service areas shall not be 

visible from abutting streets and shall 

be oriented toward on-site service 

corridors. 

b. Loading docks, truck parking, outdoor 

storage, trash collection and 

compaction, and other service functions 

shall be incorporated into the overall 

design of the building and landscaping 

so that the visual and acoustic impacts 

of these functions are fully contained 

and out of view from adjacent 

properties and public streets. Screening 

materials shall be the same as, or of 

equal quality to, the materials used for 

primary building and landscaping.  

  

Image 20: Building setback areas along thoroughfares, collectors, 
or residential streets, or along private drives, shall be landscaped 
with a minimum of one tree for every 40 linear feet of frontage 
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Mechanical/Utility Equipment Screening 

Mechanical and utility equipment can detract 

from the quality of a development and the 

character of an area. These standards mitigate 

the negative visual and acoustic impacts of 

mechanical and utility equipment systems 

located in a commercial development. 

a. Mechanical/utility screening shall be an 

integral part of the building structure 

and architecture and not give the 

appearance of being “tacked on” to the 

exterior surfaces.  The building parapet 

shall be the primary means of screening 

roof top equipment. 

Lighting 

The general intent is to eliminate adverse 

impacts of light through spillover; provide 

attractive lighting fixtures and layout patterns 

that contribute to unified exterior lighting 

design of commercial developments; and 

provide exterior lighting that promotes safe 

vehicular and pedestrian access to and within a 

development, while minimizing impacts on 

adjacent properties. 

Applicants shall submit a unified lighting plan 

with final plan applications for all commercial 

developments subject to these lighting 

standards. A point-by- point calculation to show 

compliance with the lighting standards is 

required. The calculations shall be measured at 

grade for lighting levels within the development 

site. A cut sheet of proposed fixtures, including 

a candlepower distribution curve, shall also be 

submitted. A vertical plan foot candle 

calculation shall be submitted for property lines 

abutting residential properties. 

Pedestrian Walkway Lighting 

a. Pedestrian-level, bollard lighting, 

ground mounted lighting, or other low, 

glare-controlled fixtures mounted on 

building or landscape walls shall be 

used to light pedestrian walkways. 

Lighting Height 

a. Bollard-type lighting shall be no more 

than four feet (4’) high. See subsection 

2.d. below for lighting standards 

specific to parking areas. 

Lighting for Security 

a. Accent lighting on buildings is 

encouraged as a security feature. 

b. Interior and exterior lighting shall be 

uniform to allow for surveillance and   

avoid isolated areas. 

Design of Fixtures/Prevention of Spillover 

Glare 

a. Light fixtures shall use hoods to prevent 

glare and light spill off the project site 

onto adjacent properties, buildings and 

roadways. 

 Architectural Building-Mounted Lighting 

a. Building-mounted lighting may be used 

only to highlight specific architectural 

features or primary customer or 

building entrances. General 

floodlighting of building facades shall 

not be permitted. 
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b. Building-mounted neon lighting is 

allowed only when recessed, or 

contained in a cap or architectural 

reveal. 

Streetscape Design & Signage 

A commercial areas overall road network 

design, or Streetscape, includes the system of 

streets, alleys, parking lots, sidewalks, open 

spaces, and landscaping that provides the 

complete street or multi-modal experience 

serving residents and visitors of the Town of 

Tyre.  The quality of the streetscape and the 

ability of people to move within and through it 

with ease and safety help form people’s image 

of the community.  Streetscapes should be 

designed with the following objectives in mind: 

» Recognize that walking is the primary 

mode of accessing buildings and 

services within a commercial area while 

vehicular accommodation and access 

bring people to the Town of Tyre. 

» Sustainable commercial areas 

emphasize that the pedestrian 

environment be safe, visually attractive, 

comfortable and easily accessible. 

» The study area acts as Tyre’s “front 

door” to the community from the NYS 

Thruway. As such, commercial 

developments should consist of a series 

of positive visual images that are 

created through the thoughtful 

integration of architecture, landscaping, 

public spaces, topography, lighting, 

signage and materials. 

 

The maintenance and operation of key design 

elements within the streetscape including 

mature trees, walls, fences, lighting fixtures, 

curbing and sidewalk materials provide the 

necessary infrastructure to a successful 

complete street and should be encouraged to 

the greatest extent practicable. 

Central to the discussion of streetscape design 

are improvements to NYS Routes 414 and 318 

corridors. These important roadway linkages 

provide the greatest visibility to many of Tyre’s 

resources, along with providing direct access to 

its primary business and agricultural areas. The 

streetscape along these roadways is an 

essential unifying factor that tying del Lago 

Resort and Casino with the eventual buildout of 

commercial development in the study area. As 

mentioned previously, coordination and 

communication with the NYSDOT regarding 

design should be a priority when discussing 

future options to roadway improvement 

projects.  

Signage 

Signs are displays incorporating written 

messages, symbols, graphic devices, or icons 

used to provide information to the public. 

These sign displays provide information 

concerning the address or location of a place, 

the name of the business or service, the 

proprietor’s name or profession, and the goods 

or services available. Design guidelines should 

address storefront signs, place name signs, 

directional signage or traffic control signage. 

These signs can be either publicly or privately 

financed and maintained. The guidelines for 

signs should be included to provide evaluation 
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criteria for all sign types because of their 

potential impact to the visual quality of the 

Town of Tyre and should be used in conjunction 

with the Town’s sign ordinance.  

Signs within the Town’s commercial areas 

should be designed for the pedestrian at a scale 

that fits the storefront / sidewalk environment. 

Signs for the automobile environment, such as 

along the road frontage of Routes 414 and 318, 

need to be larger because they are seen at 

higher speeds from greater distances. They also 

compete with a variety of additional signage 

and other visual information within the 

transportation corridors. However, these signs 

should exhibit a similar architectural quality as 

those for private businesses and other smaller 

scale uses via the use of like colors, materials, 

and lighting.  

Signs should be an integral part of a building’s 

façade. Where possible, business signage 

should be placed within the traditional sign 

band area just above the storefront windows. 

Usage of the sign band area provides a unified 

visual appearance for large commercial 

development areas while allowing diversity in 

individual signs.  The size, shape, style, colors 

and materials of each sign should conform to 

the building’s architecture and should not cover 

or conflict with any prominent architectural 

features.  

Sign mounting and orientation should be 

appropriate for the particular building for which 

it is intended and for its setting in the particular 

development area. Pedestrian signs should be 

placed no more than 15’ above ground level at 

their highest point and should be oriented 

primarily for pedestrian viewing rather than for 

automobile traffic. The color and type (font) of 

lettering are more important to comprehension 

than size. Shingle signs or those that use 

familiar icons like a barber pole or a pair of 

eyeglasses can be particularly effective without 

having to be large. Signs applied to or 

incorporated on awnings or canopies or hung 

independently from them can work effectively. 

Signs that incorporate artwork or that are 

sculpted; those that are crafted of fine 

materials and those that use quality graphics 

tend to attract customers by creating an 

attractive environment that also enhances the 

image of the commercial developments. 

Lighting for these signs should be from above, 

below or from the sides but not from within. 

Lighting should not distract or disturb passing 

vehicles or neighboring uses. Indirect lighting 

can provide supplemental light to the 

pedestrian walkway areas. Neon lighting may 

be appropriate if it meets other sign 

requirements and also fits the visual setting of 

its surroundings.  Flashing lights or signs should 

be discouraged or not allowed. Ground 

mounted signage should not be more than 12’ 

in height at the top of the sign and must be 

placed out of pedestrian circulation patterns. 

Mounting supports should reflect the 

architecture of the adjoining buildings and 

should fit with other site features including 

landscaping. 

Street Lighting 

Street lighting within a master planned 

commercial area usually includes a mix of 

lighting sources that contribute to the overall 

level of illumination. These sources include 
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streetlights, building feature lighting, sign 

lighting, public space lighting, special use 

lighting, parking lot lighting, vehicular lights, 

holiday lighting and storefront window lighting. 

The level of lighting from overhead street 

luminaries should not be overpowering and 

should not create glare which in turn creates 

distraction. Pole mounted lighting should 

produce pools of light that maintain sufficient 

levels of light for security and safety. Light levels 

of 2 footcandles are sufficient for all walkways 

and a level of 1 footcandle is appropriate for 

parking areas. Businesses and storefronts 

provide inviting entries by enhancing 

illumination levels at these areas, but it should 

be in keeping with those on the street and in 

the adjacent neighboring area. Storefront 

window lighting can provide increased interest 

in after hour displays of merchandise and /or 

services and this lighting can add to the viability 

of the primary business areas by creating more 

activity and visits to them.  

Lighting for walkways should be from overhead 

lights that are mounted from 10 – 15 feet above 

ground level. Higher mountings are used for 

large parking areas and highway environments 

where overall consistent lighting levels are 

required. Appropriate street lighting can 

enhance the ambiance or create a mood for 

outdoor entertainment or dining while still 

providing adequate lighting for drivers on 

internal roadways or traversing intersections. A 

consistent luminaire and pole choice for 

municipal and curb zone street lighting is 

encouraged and helps provide a strong unifying 

element through repetition. Individual buildings 

should be encouraged to light their structure 

and outdoor night use areas with fixtures that 

fit the architectural look, materials and colors of 

their site. Street lighting fixtures should use 

color spectrums that provide good color 

rendition, are energy efficient, and are 

attractive.  

Municipal lighting should be equipped with 

photocells and / or programmable timing 

devices and have auxiliary GFI electrical outlets 

for holiday and event lighting. Attachment 

points for banners, signs and decorations and 

pole strength should be considered when pole 

and luminaire selections are made and reduce 

the amount of time required for decoration. 

Pole sizes and strengths must be selected with 

increased loading if these additional decoration 

components are incorporated.  
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